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d7ıET. / 

Bu çalıç;ma İngilizceyi yabancı dil o1armk öğrenen 

TUrk ö~rencilerinin İngilizcedeki edilgen yapıyı nasıl 

kullandıklarını araştırır. TUrkçe ve İngilizcedeki edilgen 

yapıyı karşılaştırır ve daha sonrada hata çözUmlemesi 

yön te mi i le ö,D;renc i leri n İng i 1 i zc·ed e ki ed i lg en ya rı ıyı 

ö~renirken karşılaştıklar~ gUçlUkleri test eder. Bu çalış

mada ele al~nan edilgen ya~ı geniş zaman ve geçmiş zaman 

olarak sınırlandırılmıştır. 

Birinci bölümde bir dilbilimcinin çalışma yöntemi 

ve gramerin tanımı yapılıp amaç ve çalışm8 alanı be1irtil

miştir. 

İkinci bölüm dil öğretiminde karşı1aştırm8lı 

analizin etkilerini içermektedir. 

UçUncU böltirnde İngilizce ve Türkçedeki edilgen 

yapı özelliklerinin karşılaştırması ile öğrenciler tarafın

dan yapıl~bilecek hata tipleri üzerinde tahminler veril-

miştir. 

Dördüncü bölüm hata çözUmlemesi teorisinin ve hat~ 

kaynaklarının açıklandı~ı bölümdür. 

Beşinci. bölüm Eskişehir An;::-ıdol1J Tini vcrsi t8si 

M~hendislik Mimarlık Fakültesi ö~rencilerinc verilen iki 

defrişik tip sınavla elde edilen hataların analizidir. 

Altıncı bölüm hata çözUmlf3mt3oi t1o vwrılon bıılp:ııl~r:ı.n 

sonuçlarını tartışıp,ileride yapılaca~ çalış~~larn öneriler 

S1lnar. 
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ABSTRACT 

The study is arı attempt to investigate how T1ırkish 

3tuderıtu use prıssivc constr1;ction in learning English as 

a foreiq;n l8ng1ıage and to centrast the passivization 

phenomenon in English and in Turkish and to d±agnose the 

difficulties that the students face when learning the 

English passive c-onstruction by the help of Error Amılysis. 

Passive construction studied in this thesis is limited 

with Simple Present 'T'ense and I'ast Simı:ıle. 

Chapter I, is an introduction to the task of the 

linguist and the meaning of grammar and presents the 

purpose and the scope of the study. 

Chapter II includes the effects of contrastive 

analysis in language teaching 

Chapter III dealD with a comparison of the sig

nificant features of passivization in~English and in 

Turkish and maintains some predictions on the error 

types to be done by the students. 

Chapter IV presents the theo-r:r of Error Analysis 

and sources of errors. 

ı i :L 



Chapter V is an error analysis based on the data 

collected from the students of the Faculty of Engineering, 

Anadolu University, Eskişehir. 

Chapter VI discusses the re'Sults of the findings 

reached in the Error Analysis and ~akes same suggestions 

for further studieso 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Th-e> ta sk of the lingu i st can be examined in to two 

parts.On the one hand, the linguist must determine what 
' 

properties various human languages possess.For each hu~an 

language,one seeks a complete and precise description of 

the properties of that language.Such a description is 

called grammar. 

According to Rivers (1978), learning may be im-

possible without a conscious understanding of the rule 

involved.He accepts that language i~ rule-governed be

haviour and the tasks of language te~ching is to find 

ways of helping students to internalize the rules,but 

how does one teach the grammar of a language? 

When a student has to decide what he wants to 

say and how he is going to say it,he is faced with a 

more complicated initial cheice and needs to know same-

thing about the potential of the language system as a 

whole.At this stA~e the inter-relAtionship within the 

language system may need to be clarified by a systematic 

ı 
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grammatical presentation,and 'practid~ with understanding' 

in 'real communication situations' should have prioritv 

over automatic drills and exercises (Allen, 1978:71-72). 

Every grammar is equally complex and logical and 

capable of producing an infinite set of sentencas to 

express any thought one might wish to express.If some

thing can be expressed in one language,lt can be expess

ed in any other language.You might use different means 

and different words,but it can be expressed . .Because 

grammars are what determine the nature of the languages, 

no grammar is to be preferred except perhaps for nonlin

guistic reasons (Fromkin, 1978:14). 

When one talks of the grammar of a language s/he 

is alsa differentiating the notian of grammar from 

teaching grammars, which are used to help speakers 

le arn anather language. Teaching ... grammars s ta te explic i tly 

the rules of the language,list the words and their pro

nounciations,and thus are aids in learning a new lan

guage (Fromkin, 1978: 15) 

On the other hand, the linguist must determine 

what properties are comman to the languages.If it is 

found that the human languages share a particular 

property or are restricted in certain ways,then one may 

reasonably take this to be a product of the universal 
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hum?n cap~city for language. 

The way one .. is using the word grammar differs in 

anather way from its most comman meaning.In one's sense 

the grammar includes everything speakers know about their 

language; the sound system,called phonology,the system 

of meanings,called semantics,the rules of word formation, 

called morphology,and the rules of sentence formation, 

called syntax.It also includes the vocabulary of words, 
., 

the dictionary or lexicon. 

, The laws that pertain to the human languages, 

representing the universal properties of language,con-

stitute what may be called a universal grammar.Through-

out the ages,the philosophers ~nd linguists have been 

divided on the question of whether there are universal 

properties that hold for the human languages and are 

unique to them.~1ost modern linguists are on the side of 

the "universalists", since common,universal properties 

are found in the grammars of the languages.Such prop-

erties may be said to constitute a vuniversal' grammar 

of human language .. (Fromkin, 1978:15-16). 

1.1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

This thesis tres to diagnose the difficulties 

Turkish students face when learning the English Passive 

Construction.To achieve such a goal Contrastive Analysis 



and Error Analysis is used.And this ~hesis hopes to share 

wi th the colleagues something that may' help them teach 

the passive voice. 

In this study passive concept is limited to simple 

present and simple past tenses .. Considering the observations 

native speakers of Turkish who are learrıing English as a 

foreign language face with some difficulties and make 

some errors,such as,choosing the wrong tense marker and 

using a regular verb instead of irregular verb and having 

a confusion in choosing the right subject or object.For 

example: 

i. The mechanic discovered the problem. 

The problem is discovered by the mechanic. 

ii. The secretary writes some letters. 

Some letters are writted by the secretary. 

iii. A hurricane destroyed the small town. 

A hurricane was destroyed the small town. 

Even though passive construction is taught as a 

canversion of active in foreign language classes,it is 

necessary to use passive in some positions because 

passive is not always used with a canversion of active. 

This thesis is a diagnostic study of the sources 

•,, 
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of the problems :rurkish learners encounter whi le learning 

and using the passive voice. 

The purposes of this study are as fol1ows: 

i.To classify types of sources of errors in the use 

of English passive for Turkish learners of English; 

ii.Is passive learned better by translating the first 

language into second language and visa versa or in a 

cantext situation? 

iii. To investigate what sort of source(s) of error 

will occur more than the other errors. 

To realize these aims contrastive and error 

analysis are used. 

A translation test and a contextual test is 

given to the students of Engineering Faculty at the 

Anadolu University,Eskişehir. 



CHAPTER II 

THE EFFECTS OJ!' CONTltASTIVE ANALYSIS 

IN LANGUAGE TEACHING 

2.1. CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS HYPOTHESIS 

Second language learning basically involved the 

overcoming of the differences between the two linguistic 

systems,the native and target languages.Iıinguistic system 

deals with the systematic comparison and centrasting of 

the native and target (or second) language systerns, 

commonly known as "contrastive analysis" (Brown, l980:14S). 

Linguistic contrasts between two languages would 

enable the 1.i.nguist to predict the difficul ties a learner 

would encounter (Brown, 1980:149). 

One can predict and deseribe t .. he patterns that 

will cause difficulty in learning,and deseribe the 

patterns that will cause difficulty,by comparing sys

tematically the language to •:tıe learned with the n8tive 

language of the student (Lada, 1957:193). 

6 
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Those elements that aresimilar to 'the learner's' 

native language will be simple for him and those elements 

that are different will be difficult(Richards, 1974:204). 

The Contrastive Analysis hypothesis has two ver

sions,a strong and a weak version.The strong version 

contrasts the system of one language with the system of 

a second language and predicts the difficulties of a 

speaker in learning the second language by the help 

of teaching materials.The weak versid~ explains the sim

ilarities and differences between systems and contains 

such phenomena as faulty translation,learning difficult

ies,and,so on.The errors in weak version are observed 

errors. No theory of contrastive analysis ,strong or 

weak should be expected to ac6ount for all errors of 

language learning (Schuman and Stenson, 1978:5). 

According to Brown's "Principles of Language 

Learning and Teaching"(l980) ,Contrastive Analysis has 

four different procedures: 

1. Description: The linguist or language teacher, 

using the tools of formal grammar,explicitly deseribes 

the two languages in question. 

2. Selection: is made of certain forms- linGuistic 

items,rules,structures- for contrast,since it is virtually 
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irnpossible to centrast every possible facet of two lan

guages. 

3. Contrast: The rnapping of one linguistic system 

to the other. 

4. Prediction:It can be arrived at through the 

formulation of a hierarchy of difficulty or through more 

subjective applicants of psychological and linguistic 

theory.Prediction depends on the basis of the first 

thr~e procedures. 

In contrastive analysis the role of translation 

and transfarence in the acquisition of a foreign or 

second language becornes clarified.Thus this type of 

analysis is relevant to a more objective evaluation of 

translation in second or foreign language. teaching and 

learning(Allen, 1978:281) 

In a basic course the main purpose is to teach 

the in~ralingual skills,reading,listening,speaking, 

writting and the culture.The place of translation is 

subsidiary but important. 

Newmark(l982) claims that translation can throw 

same light on the relation b~tween one language and 

another.It is also a tool in intercultural comparison. 
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Translation attempts to give some insight into 

the relation between thought,meaning and language,the 

universal,cultural and individual aspects of language 

and behaviour,the understanding of cultures,the 

interpretation of texts that may be clarified and even 

~upplemented by way of translation. 

Also,translation from native to foreign language 

are useful in testing of spoken and written foreign 

utterances: the exercises should consist of basic 

grammatical transportations and one-to-one lexical 

translations combined with other forms of testing 

related to.context and situation. 



CHAPTER III 

A CONTRASTIVE STUDY OF PASSIVIZATION 

IN TURKISH AND IN ENGLISH 

3 .1. PASSIVIZATION IN ENGiıiSH 

The :ıassive verbal phrase consists of same form 

of the verb ıı to be 11 followed by a past participle. 'rhe 

verbal category of voice,which affects not only the 

verbal phrase but alsa the relationship between the 

subject and its verb and the verb and its object.Verbs 

tend to take the passive form when the agent of the ac

tion and the object of the same action are not and/or 

cannot be separated from each other.~be passive voice 

is a grammatical device for (a)bringing the object of a 

' transi tive verb in to prominence by making it the s1ıbjec t 

of the sentence and (b) getting rid of the.necessity of 

naming the subject of a transitive verb.In a passive 

voice sentence,we want to emphasize the action,what hap-

nened rather than who or what performs the action.The 

subject is placed nfter the verb or in omitted fro~ thP. 

sentence.Therefore,passive sentence often sounds imper-

sanal and objective. 

lO 
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Literature in the field of languafe teachin~ shows 

that the passive voice is used more frequently in written 

than in spoken English.It is usually foun~ in textbooks, 

scientific ,business,technical reports,government reports, 

and in newspa~ers.However,in the spoken lanvıage it is 

used quite frequently in television and ra~io news reports 

an~ in commercials. 

3.1.1. 11HE USE OF PASSIVIzArriON IN ENGLISH 

English use passive in the ways as follows: 

I.The passive form of the present simple tense is 

am done 

is -f- cleaned 

are ete. 

Many accidents are caused by dangerous driving. 

I am not often invited to parties. 

II.The passive form of the past simple tense is 

was done 

were +c leaned 

This room was cleaned yesterday. 

During the night we ~ all woken \JP by a lmJd 

explosion. 
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When was that castle built? 

III.When the verb in the active voice takes two ob~ects, 

it is more usual in English to make the personal object 

the subject of the passive voice.some· of these verbs are give, 

send,show,lend,pay,promise,refuse,tell,offer and ete. 

Sameone gave her a bulldog. 

i.She was given a bulldog. 

ii.A bulldog was given to her. 

Sameone gave me a book. 

i.I was given a book. 

ii.A book was given to me (Allen,1974: 117~ 

The form 'A bulldog was given ··to her' or 'A book 

was given to me' would be used when we need to stress 

this new subject. 

IV.When a verb+ preposition+ object combination is put 

into the passive the preposition wi11 remain immertiate1y 

after the verb. 

The letters are written to the headmaster. 

These cubs were played with quite safe1y (Soytekin, 

1984: 357)· 

It is like in verb+ prenosition or adverb com-

bina tion. 

The old newspapers were thrown awa~. 

The children were well looked after. 

V.After some verbs,the direct object is written in 

object cociplement to explain the object with a noun or 
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an adjective. 

Queen Victoria considered him a genius. 

They elected him president. 

We regarded him as an expert. 

These sentencas can become passive, 

He was considered a genius.(by Queen Victoria) 

He was elected president. 

He was regarded as an expert. 

I made the room beautiful. 

i.The room was made beautiful. 

The other children called him stupid. 

i.He was called stupid (Swan,ı:980: 461) 

VI.The verbs which show the finished result of an action 

are called perfect verbs.Cut,close,~ark,build are per-
"' 

fective verbs.Past participals and pe~fective verbs and 

theit passive forms have two meanings.They show the action 

and the result. 

The theatre was closed. 

Its two meanings are, 

i.The theatre was elesed by the palice on the 

orders of the mayor (Swan,l98ü: 465). 

ii.When I got to the theatre I found that it was 

cl o ne rı • 

In the first sentence elesed is the opposite of 
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opened and shows an action. 

In the second sentence closed is the opposite of 

onened and it shows a state,not an action.It is almost 

like an adjective. 

The vegetables are all cut un. 

I think yourankle is broken.(Swan,l980~ 465) 

VII.Sometimes you can use ~ instead of be in the passive. 

There was a fight in the pub. b'ut nobody got hurt. 

=nobody was hurt 

Did Ann ~ offered the job? 

=Was Ann offered the job? 

You can use ~ in the passive to say that some

thing happens to sameone or something.Often the action 

is not planned,it happens by chance. 

The dog got run over by a car. 

=the dog was run over 

In other types of situation ~ is not usually 

possible. 

George is liked by everyone.(not'gets liked') 

Get is used mainly in informal spoken English. 

You can use be in all situations (Murphy,l985: 88) 

VIII.Be born is a passive verb and is usually past. 

Where were you born? (not'are you born')Past Simple 
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I was bornin Chicago. (not 'I am born')nast si~ple 

How many babies are born in the hospital everyday? 

present simple (Murphy,l985: ~9.) 

• 3.1.2. THE PASSIVE PROBLEr1 IN IlATIVE MOVEMEHT 

I.to- datives have three passive forms corresponding to 

external and internal dative phrases. 

I gave a book to John or I gave John a book. 

i.A book was given to John. 

ii.John was given a book. 

iii.A book was given him. 

II.for- datives have only one passive form which carre-

sponds to the active form with an external dative. 

I bought a book for John. 

i.A book was bought for John. 

The sentences in the first group had to precede 

the passive rule but the sentence in the second group 

had to fallaw the passive,and that therefore the two 

ru 1 e s mu s t b e d i s t i n c t 0 ( Gr e e n , 19 7 4 : 7 O ) . 

3. 1. 3. MAKING PASSIV:F; SEN~.1ENCJ:;S NEGATIVE 

To make a verb in the passive voice negative, 

place not after the first auxiliary.(Pollock,l982: 172) 

PASSIVE NEGATIVE PAE:srvg 

was painted was not painteo 

is u sed is not u sed 
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' 3. l. 4. E.X1'RESSING THE AG.ENT U SING "BY" 

The agent is expressed in passive voice in the 

following instances: 

I.It is more interesting or important to emphasize what 

happened rather than who or what performed the action. 

There was a terrible storm last night.Hundreds of houses 

were destroyed. 

'By' is unnecessary. 

II.The doer of the action is unknown.'flhe subjects of s1ıch 

sentences in the active voice are words snch as 'they', 

'people' ,'someone' ,'somebody' ,ete. 

Sameone stole my car last night. 

i.My car was stolen last night. 

-'By' cannot be used because the doer is unknown. 

III.The doer of the action is known,but the speaker or 

writer does not want to name the person who made a state

ment or did something wrong. 

'rhe teaeber ru ine d the top of this d esk acc id en t-

ally. 

'By' is unnecessary. 

Sametimes the doer of the action is necessary to 

comnlete the menning of the sentence. 

time. 

~the palice officer is seen as an enemy by some; 

looked to for aid and protection by others,and 

taken for granted by most. 

Notice that the auxiliary"is" is used only one 
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The holiday weekend traffic death tall elimbed 

above the lower limit which was predicted by the 

National Safety Council. 

IV.The doers of the action represent a large group of 

different individuals. 

A lot of coffee is grown in Brazil. 

'By' is unnecessary. 

V.The doer of the action is obvious. 

This letter will be picked up after l.OO.(The 

mailman will pick it up). 

Our tests were corrected (The teacher corrected 

them) . 

'By' is unnecessary. 

VI.When the subject of the sentence is a material then 

preposition with is used before the material.The material 

is helpful to the agent to do the action. 

The room was filled with smoke. 

The lock was covered with paint(Pollock, 1982:166) 

3. 2. PASSIVIZATION IN TURKISH 

In Turkish most of the verbs are in active use, 

the nassive verbs are derived from active verbs with 

construction markers.We insert a l)assive suffix between 

verb and tense marker.Passive is optional,we don't make 

them but we need them.Turkish use suffixation to form 

lexical classes and to express gramm~tical relationshins . 
. , 

A verb is said to be passive when the subject does not 
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act out is acted upon. 

3.2.1. THE USE OF PASSIVIZATION IN TURKISH 

Turkish uses passive in the ways as follows : 

I.The passive suffix is normally /-VI/. It makes the verbs 

passive by adding to verb stems, simple roots, and dariv

ed stems./VI/ is productive and widely used. It changes 

according to the vowel harmony to /~il/, /-~1/, /-ul/ , 

1 -ül/. 

yazmak Ct0 write) 

açmak (to open) 

gezmek (to visit ) 

süpürrnek (to sweep) 

kesrnek (to cut) 

vermek (to gi ve') 

sormak (to ask) 

yazılmak (be written) 

açılmak (be opened) 

gezilmek (be visited) 

süpürülmek (be swept) 

kesilmek (be cut) 

verilmek (be given) 

soru lmak (be a sked) 

IIoAfter a verb stern ending in a vowel or the cansonant 

/-1/ it is /-Vrr/. /-Vn/ is limited. 

bekleme k· (to wait) beklenmek (be waited) 

tanımak (to know) tanınma k (be known) 

bilmek (to know) bilinmek (be 1mown) 

kaplamak (to c over) ~aplanmak (be covered) 

baş lama k (to begin) baqlanm:ı.k (he hep,1m) 

okumak (to read) o~kunmak (be read) 

'bu lrna k (to ,find) bulunmak (be found) 
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III. When we add the suffix /-ın/ to the verb stern, the 

vowel of the suffix is deleted. 

besle-n-me k 

oku-n:-mak 

sı rala-n-mak 

IV.Passive suffix takes place before most of the other 

suffixe s. Such as, n ega ti ve, ten se, -pa rtic·i ple, and -per

son suffixes. 

oku -n-ma-d:ı. -passive marker+negative marker+tense marker 

bekle-n-en pas si ve marker+-person marker 

getir-il-di passive marker+tense marker 

gir-il-mez passive marker+negative marker 

V. Passive and reflexive verbs overla-p semantically as well 

as formally. Suffix /-Vn/ does not always denete passive 

meaning. The reflexive and passive forms are identical . 

Where confusion might arise, the passive is distinquished 

by a doubly passive suffix. The first suffix is /-Vn/, 

the second is /-Vl/ after the /n/ of /-ın/. 

söylemek 

denemek 

karşılamak 

isternek 

söyle-n-il-rnek (be said) 

dene:-n-il-mek (be tried) 

karşıla-n-~1-mak (be met) 

iste-n-il-rnek (be wanted) 
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The re flexi ve sense may be unambig1ıou sly conveyed 

by the reflexive pronoun kendi, kendini. 

3. 2. 2. THE IJIIlPERSONAL PASSIYE 

The most remarkable feature of the Turkish passive 

is its impersonal use. In impersonal passive sentences the 

object is not talked about but the action is directly talk

ed about. Who·eve-r does it is. not important, the doer is 

indefinite. When these are used with transitive verbs , 

the object of the active sentence is the subject of the 

passive. They neve·r have subjects. 

Park yapılmaz - No parking - One does not park 

Sola sapılmaz - No left turn - One does not turn tö left 

Bisikletle gidilmez -No cycling 

Durulmaz - Do not stop - One does not stop 

In.Turkish, intransitive verbs may bemade passive , 

as there was no object to the active form, there can be ho 

subject to the passive form, so such verbs are used imper

sonally • When they are out of a specific cantext they are 

difficult to translate into English. They are marked mor

pho logica lly and syn tac~tica lly trans i ti ve bu t re ma in se

mantically intransitive. 

., 

Kaç yaşında asker olunur ? 

, (At what ages does one become a soldier ?(Lewis, 

l95.9; 94) 



İstasyona bu yoldan gidilir. 

(One may go by this way) (Lewis, 1959:93) 

Tahtaya ya zı.ldı. 

(One wrote down the blackboard). 

Okuma yazmaya bu kitapla başlanır. 
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(One begins to read and write with this book). 

This construction is used only with the present 

or definite past and is the best way of providing the 

English indefinite "one". 

3.2.3. INTRANSITIVE COMPOUND VERBS 

There is a number of intransitive compound verbs, 

formed with olmak, side by side with the transitive verbs 

with etmek -for example, memnun elmak "to be pleased", 

memnun etmek "please". Similarity, there are verbs kay

betmek "lose", kaybolmak "get lost".Kaybolmak is much 

more commen than the passive kaybedilmek ; as a general 

rule, use kaybedilmek only when an agent is explicitly 

expressed. 

In the written language, the p~~sive of compound 

verbs may be made with olunmak as well as edilmek (Under

hill, 1980:337). 
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Bu ilaçla kimse iyi olmaz 

11 \'/ith this medicine no one becoınes well " may be 

expressed imp~rsonally , 

Bu ilaçla iyi olunmaz , using the a.urist present 

negative passive. 

Tenkit ediyorlar 

(They are criticizing him ) 

"Tenkit olumJyor " or "Tenkit ediliyor " 

(He is being critized ) 

3.2.4. TRANSI·:riVE AND IN'l1RANSITIVE PAIRS 

I. Sometimes the passive suffix serves simply to derive 

intransitive verbs from transitive ones. For example , 

yormak "tire" , yorulmak "be tired" ( "of ":ablative). 

Bu iş beni yordu 

Bu işten yonJldum 

(This job tired me ) 

(I got tired of this job ) 

Similarly,kırmak 'break' (transitive) ,kırılmak 

'break' (intransitive). 

İskeroleye oturdu~um z~man kırıldı. 

II.In some cases the derived intransitive verbs do not 

have exactly the same meaning as the active verb from 

which they come: 

atılmak (be thrown) attack (with dative) 
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bozulmak (be spoiled) 

çekilmek (be pulled) 

(become angry- 'at' :dative) 

(withdraw,get out of the way-) 

(\Vith ablative) 

sarılmak (be wranped) (embrace-with dative) 

There are pairs of transitive and intransitive 

verbs that are historically related by means of the 

passive suffix-for example;ayırmak (put'something'aside) 

ayrılmak (separate) 

Orhan Bey karısından ayrıldı. 

Gazeteler geldiği zaman, bir tanesini size ayı-

racağım. \ Underhi ll, 1980: 336) 

III.There is a class of verbs that are intransitive in 

Turkish but .their normal English translations are tran-

sttive.These are the verbs that are sametimes said to 

'take the dative' or' the ablative' .Such as,English 'begin' 

is transitive: '\lle began the lesson' .But Turkish baslamqık 

is intransitive: in Derse başladık, the noun ders is not 

the object (since it is not in the objective case) but 

is in an adverbial relation like any other dative. 

Therefore, ders may not be the subject of the passive 

verb başlanmak. Instead, Derse başladı 'He bftgan the 

lesson' is exactly parallel to Solaı saptı 'He turned to 

the left': the only possible passive is an impersonal 

construction,Derse başlandı 'There was beginning of the 

le s son; which may be trans la ted 1 rrıhe le s son wa s begun 1 
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in English (Underhill,l980~ 335) 

3.2.5. EXPRESSING THE AGENT 

I.The doer of the passive sentence is the noun and it is 

the passive subject. of the active sentence.To indicate 

the agent of a passive verb,we may use the postposition 

tarafından. 

Fincan, hizmetçi tarafından kırıldı. 

The cup was broken by the servant (Lewis,l959:94) 

Ders öğretmen tarafından anlatıldı. 

The subject was taught by the teacher. 

These uses are not very frequent,because they are 
1 

simpler to say Hizmetçi fincanı kırdı 'The servant broke 

the cup' or Dersi öğretmen anlattı 'The teaeber taught 

the subject'. 

II.Other comman way of expressing the agent of a passive 

sentence is done by using the 1ıdverbs formed· from so\l're 

nouns by the adverbial suffix '-CE'.This suffix is add-

ed to the main subject. 

Bu işe hükümetçe karar verildi. 

To this work governmentally decision wa~ given 

(Lewis,l959: 94) 

III.If the action is done by an instrument,it is exprees-

ed by vasıtasıyla or ile. 



Çorba kaşık vasıtasıyla karıştırıldı. 

Çorba kaşık ile karıştırılır. 

Peynir terazi vasıtasıyla tartılır. 

Peynir terazi ile tartılır. 

Su bardakle içilir. 

Su bardak vasıtasıyla içilir. 

The words kaşık,terazi and bardak are not the 

agents, they are the instruments. 

3.3. A COMPARibüN OF ~H~ SIGNlFICANT FEATURES 

OF PASSIYE IN ENGLISH AND IN TUHKISH 
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Both English and ~urkish use passive voice.De-

cause of being different languages they have some simi-

larities and differences in form, meaning,and use. 

TEN SE ACTIVE VOICE 
' 

PASSIYE VOICE 
., 

(I) keep (I)am kept 

simple 
ı 

present (Muhafaza ederim) (Muhafaza edilir( im)) 

(I) kept ( I ) was kept 

simple pa st (Muhafaza ettim) (r1uhafaza edil(dim)) 
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3. 3. 1. SI!VliLAIU TIES IN PASSIYE BETWEEN :ı<~NGLI SH 

AND TURKISH 

I.a) Not every verb can be changed into the passive voice. 

Only the verbs which have an object can be changed.For 

examle,the fallawing sentences cannot be written in the 

passive voice because they do not contain objects. 

She seems tired .. 

He ate quickly. 

Hasta görünüyor. 

Oku la gitti. 

b) The doer in a passive voice sentence is often not 

mentioned ; therefore, a passive sentence often sounds 

impersonal and objective. 

One does not p~·rlc. 

Park yapılmaz. 

c) The passive voice is used more f,requently in written 

than in spoken English,in radio news ~eports and news-

papers. 
' 

d)A sentence in the active voice is usually preferable 

to a sentence in the passive voice because an active 

voice sentence is shorter and. more ~irect. 

e) It is more interesting or important to emphasize 

what happened rather than who or what pe~formed the ac-

tion. 



The room was swept. 

Oda süpürüldü. 

The bridge was repaired. 

Köprü onarıldı. 

The piano is pulled to the other corner. 

Piyano diğer köşeye çekilir. 
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f) Same sentences contain both a direct and an indirect 

object. Either the indirect or direct object can become 

the subject of the passive sentence. 

Sameone gave him a thousand dollars. 

He was given a thousand dollars. 

A thousand dollars were given to him. 

The: hospi tal sent his wife the bill yesterday. 

His wife was sent the bill yesterday. 

The bill was sent to his wife yesterday. 

Ona bin dolar verildi. 

Bin dolar ona verildi. 

3.3.2. DIFFERENCES IN PASSIVE BETWEEN ENGLISH 

AND TURKISH 

I.a) In English passive is rnade by some from of the verb 

to be followed by a past participle. 

SH1l'LE PRESEl,iT 

8m 

is tpast partieiple 

are 

SIJVJPLE PAST 

+past narticinle 
w ere 
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Turkish is an agglutinating language. T11rkish 

forming passive by the help of some suffixes /vl/ and a 

double -passive form the first suffix is /vn/ the second 

is /vl/ by adding to verb stems,simple roots and derived 

stems. 

yaz - dı 

oku - du 

söyle - di 

yaz - ıl - d ı 

Oku - nul - du 

Söyle nil - di 

b) Both English and Turkish have some verbs which are 

always used in passive. 

be born 

be, surprised 

be shocked 

nefesi kesilmek 

geri çekilmek 

bay:ı.lmak 

c) Turkish use 'tarafından' and'-CE' to express the agent, 

'vasıtasıyla' or 'ile' to ex-press the instnJment,but 

English use: 'by' to express the agent and 'wi th' to expre.ss 

the instrument. 

3.4. PREDICTION 

The major contribution of the linguist to lan

guage teaching is seen as an intensive contrastive 

study of the systems of the second lan~ıage and the 

mather tongue of the learner. Out of this comes an in-
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ventory of the areas of difficulty which the learner will 

encounter and the value of this inventory will be to 

direct the teacher's attention to these areas so that 

he might devote special care and em~hasis in his teach

ing to the overcoming, or even avoiding,of thesis pre

dicted difficulties. 

To sum up these predictions,we can assume that 

the fallawing areas might be sources of errors for Turk

ish speakers in the production of passive in English. 

1- The tense marker 

2- The subject- verb agreement 

3- .Irregular verbs 

4- The subject - object confusion 

5- Passivas with two objects 

6- Singular - plural confusion in cubject - verb agree~ent 

7- Perfective verbs in English 

8- Middle verbs 



CHAPTER IV 

_t<jHHOR ANALYSIS AND 

SOUHCES Ol!' ERROR 

4. ı. IN'rnonuc TION 

According. to Schumann and Stensan ll978),research 

in foreign language teaching has begun to direct itself 

( 

when understanding of second language lear.ning is increas

ed.As with any research,new theoretical and methodological 

concepts come out as old ones are proved inadequate. 

concepts discussed· Nhen the concepts discussed for the 

. past several years were anelyzed,one can possibly encoun-

. ter ,first, linguistic analysis and then,contrastive anal:vsis, 

finally,error analysis in the literature. 

Linguistic analysis is concerned with the compe-· 

tence for his own language which a native speaker possess-

es,a competence quite different from that which a non-

na tive learner of the language worı.ld have. For this 

reason,generative linguists have expressed doubt as to 

the value of linguistic analysis.Arising from the failure 

of Contrastive Ana.lysis to adequately account for student 

errors,references began appearing in the literature to 

a new technique: Error Analysis. It has been proposed 

as an alternative or supplement to Contrastiv~ Analysis 

(Schumann and Stenson, 1978:1-2). 

30 
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It is apparent when one thinks about what is involved 

in actually doing an analysis.of errors,that there is rela

tively small difference between it and the weak form of 

Contrastive Analysis .The Contrastive/Error Analysis 

contraversy had its origin in the directionality of the 

the analysis: whether error analysis started from the anal

ysis of the language being studied or from the student's 

performance.If one compares the weak form of contrastive 

analysis to error analysis,s/he finds that in fact they 

both make their departure from the same point:the target 

language as the student--speaks it.Both attempt to account 

for observed facts.Therefore it is suggested that contrast

ive analysis in its weak form should be considered just 

one aspect of the larger area of error analysis.Moreover, 

both are specific forms of linguistic onalysis (Schumann 

and Stenson, 1978:3-4). 

According to Oorder (1978),by paying attention to 

the learner's errors,it will be -better to understand 

his needs and to stdp assuming w~·ırnow what he 

should learn and when he should learn it.These errors 

can be significant in three ways: (l)they tell the teacher 

how far the learner has come and what he still must learn; 

(2)they give the researcher evidence of how a second 

language is learned, (3)they urovide the ·learner with a 

way of forming and testing hypothesis about the nature 

of the language he i s learning. ., 
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Errors in second language leariüng c'ould be avoid ed 

if we were to make a comparison of the learner's mather 

'· tongue and the target language.Interpretation of errors 

in second language learning along the lines of errors in 

first language learning suggests that second language 

errors are different from those rnade by children learning 

Englishasa mather tongue (Richards, 1974:32) 

4.1.1. ERRORS IN LEARNING FIHST LANGUAGE 

The children learning his first language make 

countless 'mistakes' from the point af view of adult 

gramrnatical language.The child's first language acquisi-

tion centers on the psycholögy of learning,such as,teach-

ing himself his roother tongue,the development of his other 

faculties - intelligence,cognition,perception,the struct

ure and the rules of the particnlar language( Richards, 1974 

:34) 

Many of the rnistakes are logieal in the limited 

linguistic system within which the child operates,but by 

carefully processing feedback from others the child slowly 

but surely learns to produce what to produce what is 

acceptable speech. 

4. 1. 2. ERHORS IN LEAHNING SECOND LANGUAGE 

Second language learning is a process that is 
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clearly not unlike first language learning in its trial

and-error nature.Inevitably the learner will make mistakes 

in the process of learning, and inde ed wi ll evcm impede 

that process if he does not commit errors and then benef~t 

in turn from various forms of feedback on those errors 

(Brown,l980:164). 

4.1.3. MISTAKES AND ERRORS 

All people make mistakes, in ·~oth native and see-

ond language situations.Native speakers are normally cap-

' able of recognizing and correcting such "lapses"or mistakes, 

which are not the result of a deficiency in competence 

but the result of same sart of breakdown or imperfection 

in the process of producting speech.ihese hesitations , 

slips of the tongue,random ungrammaticalities,and other 

performance lapses in native-speaker production alsa occur 

in 'second language speech.Such mistakes must be carefully 

distinguished from errors of a second language learner, 

idiosyncrasies in the interlanguage of the learner which 

are direct manifestations of a system within which a 

learner is operating at the time (Corder, 1978: 12:.?). 

An error is a noticeable deviation from the adult 

grammar of a native speaker,reflecting the inter1anguage 

competence of the learner.If a learner of English asks, 

"Does John can sing?" he is probably reflecting a cornpetence 
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level in which all verbs require a pre-posed do auxiliary 

for question formation.He has committed an error, most 

likely not a mistake ,and an error which reveals a porti 1on 

of his competence in the target language. 

The difference between an error and a mistake 

cannot be always told.If,on one or two occasions, says 

"John can sing",it is difficult to determine whether 

"cans" is a mistake or an error. "C~ns" and other such ., 

forms are errors indicating that the learner has not 

distinguished modals from other verbs(Brown,l980:165-66). 

4.1.4. SOURCES OF ERROR 

According to Brown (1980),final step in the analysis of 

learner speech is that of determining the source of error. 

Brown tried to find out the answers to same questions,such 

as,'Why are certain errors made?,What cognitive strategies 

and styles or even personality variables underlie certain 

errors?'. 

To identify sources.,the teacher or researcher 

should understand how the learner's cognitive and affective 

self relates to the linguistic system and to formulate an 

integrated understanding of the ~rocess of second language 

acquisition. 
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Some of the varied forms of sources of error related 

to learning strategies and some to other properties. 

4. 1. 5. SOME OF THE VARIBD :E'ORr1S OF SOURCES o:F 

BHRORS 

1. Interference: error may be defined as the use 

of elements from one language while speaking another and 

may be found at the level of pronunciation,morphology , 

syntax,vocabulary,and meaning.English learners can say 

'they' for 'day' .This error isa negative interlingual 

transfer.While it is not always clear that an error is 

the result of transfer from the native language,many such 

errors are detectable (Brown, 1980:173). 

2. lntralingual transfer (Overgeneralization): 

Intralingual interference is the negative transfer of 

items within the target language,or,put anather way,the 

incorrect generalizatian of rules within the target lan

guage.It .isa major factor in second language learning. 

If the learner progresses in the second language, 1 

his previous experience and his existing subsumers begin 

to include structures within the target language itself. 

3. Performance Errors: are quite normal aspect~ 

of language use.When people are tired or hurried they 
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all make errors of this type.This kind of errors are 

related to the function of the length of the sentence the 

speaker is trying to produce and alsa memory limitations 

rather than to competence.Teachers and researchers interest 

on learner's competence ina second language can be examined 

by locking at learner's speecb (Richards, 1974:40-41). 

4. Induced Errors:arising from the methods or mater-

ials usedin the teaching (Allen,l978:131). 

A teaeber may out of ·some ignorance provide incorr-

ect information-not an uncommon occurcnce- by way of mis-

leading definition,word,or grammatical generalizatian 

(Brown,l980:177). 

It is not easy to identify the errors which the 

learner has been exposed.This class of error,teaching-

induced error,is avoidable or redundant and represents 

inefficie~cy in the learning-teaching process. 

5. Developmental Error: indicate the learning 

sequence by which particular grammatical rules are built 

up and those that represent the final state of the speak

er's competence (Richards,l974:41). 

This type of errors take place within the overall 

sequence of language development(Richards,l974:42) . . , 
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First language acquisition errors and develop~ 

mental errors aresimilar (Tiulay and Burt, 1974:131). 

6. Communication Strategies: employed by the learn-

er to get a message across to a hearer.It overlaps both 

inter and intralingual transfer and cantext of learning. 

Communication strategies form a separate and significant 

source of error.A communication strategy is the conscious 

employment of verbal or nonverbal mechanisms for communi-

cating an idea when precise linguistic forms are for some 

reason not readily available to the learner at a point in 

communication (Brown,l980:178).Some of these strategies ar~: 

a)Avoidance: is a comman communication strategy which 

has several subcategories.Syntactic and lexical avoidance 

within a sernantic category is the most comman type of 

avoidance.For example,If a learner of English wanted to 

say "He was a liar," but with the difficulty of the 

' initial /1/ sound in English chose instead to say "He 

did not speak the truth" it isa phonological avoidance. 

b)~yefabricated patterns: is a comman communication 

device that is related to memorization of phrases or 

sentences without internalizing.For example,when a bi-

lingual says "I do not speak English" this means that 

he learns prefabricated patterns nt the heginninc nf n 

language learning experience when thR structure of the 
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language is not known. 

c)Cognitive and personality styles: are kinds of errors 

related to one's own personality style or style of think

ing.These errors may be most difficult to isolate.Cogni

tive and personality styles are not frequent and they 

are related to discourse errors. 

d)Language switch: In all these stratee;ies learners are 

incapable of producing meaningful utterance.They may use 

their native language whether the hearer knows that 

native language or not.Some of the universals of nonverbal 

expressian sametimes enable a learner to communicate an 

idea in his own language to sameone unfamiliar with that 

language (Brown,l980:181). 

?.Ambiguous Errors: those errors that can be cate

gorized as either interference-likc errors or··Lı develop

mental errors.For example, 11 Terina not can go" produced 

by a Spanish child reflects Spanish structure and is 

also typical of American children learning English as 

their native language (Dulay and Burt,l974:115). 

In Chapter V these error types will be applied to 

define the errors done by students while.using English 

passive construction. 



CHAPTER V 

A DIAGNOSTIC STUDY ON 

ENGLISH PAS SI VE CONSTRUC TION 

5.1. RESEARCH DESIGN 

The passive voice in English was taught to the 

second-year students at the faculty of engineering of 

the Anadolu University.This construction was taught by 

the help of the textbook Exchanges A.According to the 

textbook the students were responsible to learn the 

passive use of simple present tense and simple past 

tense. 

It was determined that the students had same 

difficulties when they put the passive voice into use. 

For that reason,this thesis examines the students 

errors in terms of sources of errors. 

5. 1. 1 .. SUBJECTS 

Twenty-five students of the d~partment of Archi

tecture and twenty-five students of the department of 

Indust'rial Engineering from the Facul ty of Engineering 

39 
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were the subjects of this research. 

5.1.2. TESTS 

Two types of tests were given to the students in 

each group. Translation test was the first type of test 

including two parts,from English into Turkish and from 

Turkish into English. 

Second type of test was a.contextual·test includ

ing two contexts,one in a past simple and the other one 

in a present simple. 

In translation test ten sentences in English and 

ten sentences in Turkish were asked them to translate. 

In contextual test a sample passive context was 

given and asked students to write down two different 

passive contexts using groups of words. 

5 . 1 • 3 . RE SU LT S 

The resul ts of the two transla'tion test s and con

textual test were drawn in the diagrams considerinf, the 

students correct answers,errors,and no answers,also their 

percentages were analyzed. 
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By illustrating the numbers and percentages the 

tables and histograms of the sources of errors in trans-

lation tests and contextual test were drawn.Translation 

tests from English into Turkish and from Turkish into 

English and contextual test were compared to find out 

the similarities and differences between them. 

Table 5.1. Number of correct answers, errors and no answers in transtating English 
passıves into Turkish and Turkish passives into English for both groups 

Translation Test s Correct Ansvvers Errors No Answers Total 

English- Turkish 
334 12 9 37 soo 

Number of 

Turkish-- English 
238 198 64 500 

Number of 

In the translation tests 1000 items were analyzed. 

In the translation test from English into Turkish t""ıe 

number of students' correct answers were more t""ıan the 

one from Turkish in to English. That is., s tu den ts made le ss 

errors in the test from English into Turkish.37 students 

gave rlo answers in translating from English into Turkish 

but 64 students gave no answers in translating from Turk-

ish into English.That means that the students are better 
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in translating the passive sentences from English into 

Turkish.Table. 5.1. 

Table 5.2.refers to the percentage of the scores 

obtained in the trans la tion .tes ts in detai l: 

Table 5.2 Percentages of correct answers,errors and no answers in transloting English 
pa.ssives into Turkish and Turkish passives into English for both groups 

Translation Tests Correct Answers Errors No Answers Total 

English- Turkish 
66.8 25.8 7.4 100 

percentage of 

' 

Turkish- English 
47.6 percentage of 39.6 12.8 100 

1 

The percentages of correct aDswers,errors and no 

answers in the translation test from English into Turkish 

and Turkish into English were illustrated in Figures 5 .1., 
"• 

5. 2. and 5 • 3. 
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Figure 5. 3 . Percentages of correct answers, errors and no answers in transtating 

passives English into Turkish and Turkish into English for bot h groups 

In translating passives from English into Turkish 

the percentages of correct answers were higher and errors 

and no answers were lower than the translation of passives 

from Turkish into English. 

In the contextual test 650 items were analyzed. 

The number of students' correct answers were 406.The 

number of their errors were 239 and 5 of the students 

gave no answers. 
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Table 5.3 Number and percentages of correct answers, errors and no answers 

in contextual test for both groups 

Contextual Test 
Correct 

Erors Answers No Answers Total 

Number of 406 239 5 650 

Percentage of 62.47 36.77 0.76 100 

The percentages of correct answers were rnuch higher 

th~n the ~ercentages of errors and no answers scored the 

least percentage. 

Figure 5.4. shows this significant difference in ıdetail 

detail: 
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figure S. 4 Percentages of correct answers ı errors and no answers in 

cöhtextunl t~st. for bcth groups 
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5.1.4. CLASSIFICATION OF ERROR TYPES 

In the light of the diagrams demonstrating the 

total errors and percentages of the errors in the tests 

the classification of the errors were illustrated accord-

ing to their sources. 

Tab le 5. 4 Number and Percentages of different error types ın transtating English 
passives into Turkish and Turkish passives into English for both groups 

Translation Test s 
ı 

Sources of Errors English--Turkish Turkish-- English 
Number of Percentage of Number ot Percentage of 

Interference 18 13.95 75 37.87 

Overgeneralizat i on 23 17.82 37 18.68 

Developmental 62 48.06 20 10. 10 

Ambiguity 26 20.15 ., 59 29.79 

Performance o 0.00 7 3.53 
' 

According to the results observing above the 

number of interference errors in the test from Turkish 

into English were significantly higher.That is,Turkish 

students were under the effect of their native lan~uage. 

In overgeneralization and ambiguity type of errors the 
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the students obtained better scores in translating from 

English into Turkish.When the developmental errors from 

English into Turkish were examined,it was obvious that 

the students made most of the errors.in this type.Per-

formance errors were the least type of errors in the 

test translating from Turkish into English.The perfor'TI-

ande errors that students made were mostly in choosing 

the suitable word although .the suitable ones were written 

on the board. 

The percentages of sources of errors in the trans-

lation test from English into Turkish and Turkish into 

English were shownin Figures 5.5o,5.6. and 5.7 . 
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F igure 5. 5 Percentages of different error types in transloting English 

passives into Turkish for both groups 
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Although the percentages of interference errors 

were higher in translating from Turkish into English, 

the percentages of developmental errors were higher in 

translating from English into Turkish.The percentages 

o{ overgeneralization errors in translating to English 

into Turkish and Turkish into English were more or less 

the same. 

Table 5.5 Number and percentages of different error types in 

contextual test for bot h groups 

Contex tual. Test 
Sources of Errors 

Number of Percentage of 

~ 

Overgeneral i zat i on 97 
., 

40.58 

• 
Devetopmental 132 55.23 

Ambiguity 10 4.18 

Contextual test includes three types of errors; 

overgeneralization,developmental and ambiguity.The stu-

dents mostly made developmental errors.The number of 

developmental errors were l32.This error type was followed 

by overgeneralization including 97 errors.The number of 

ambiguity errors were only 10. 

Figure 5.8. shows this significant difference in 

detai1! 
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Figure 5.8 Percentages of different error types in contextual test for both 
groups 

5.1.5. SUrtıMARY 

The error types in the test from English into 

Turkish were different from the ones in the test from 

Turkish into English in number and in percentage.The 

number of correct answers were high in the test from 

English into Turkish.That is,the students are not bad 

at translating the passive sentences from English into 

Turkish. 

The scores in the contextual test incticated that 
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the students are considerably successful in the recog

nition of passives.The reason of the case seems to de

pend on that a given sample context help the students 

write down the passive sentences mechanically. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

6.1. DISCUSSION 

When considering the results of translation test 

and contextual test it was ob~ious th~t most of the stu-

dents mastered the form of the passive without much dif-

' ficulty,but,despite having learnt it,often fail to make 

use of it. 

When the correct numbers in translation tests 

were analyzed one could understand that the students got 

higher seores in translating from English into Turkish, 

but they were not good at translating from Turkish into 

English.This showed that the use of the English passives 

were difficult for Turkish students. 

The number of different types of errors in trans-

lating from English into Tur.kish were classified in fmır 

groups,interference,developmental,overgeneralization and 

a mbigı;i ty, bu t in trans la ting from TıJ rki sh i n to Enp:li sh 

they were classified in five groups,interference,develop-

52 
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mental,overgeneralization,ambiguity and performance errors. 

In· translation test from English into Turkish the 

students got high scores in developmental error type. 

That is,the errors were the same in acquisition of Ll. 

In spite of this,in translation test from 'r.urkish into 

English they got high scores in interference errors be

cause the answers of the students were under the reflec

tion of Lı. If the sample sen tence was u sed in 'T'ıJrki sh 

in passive voice,its English equivalence was trieo to 

be used in passive although it was not passive.At the 

same time in translating from Turkish into English stu

dents 'made same performanca errors,For example,despite 

being given the meaning of the verbs ann necessary words 

on the board the students translated the word in the 

way they know. 

When the results of the contextual test were exam

ined it is clear that the number of correct answers 

are much higher than the ones in translation test.The 

students build up a cantext mechanically by the help of 

the groups of words given in an order in the diagrams. 

(A ppendix III) 

The number of different error types in contextual 

test are in three different error Aources ; ·overgene

ralization,developmental,ambiguity.The highest error 



score was in develo~mental error ty~e as the seeres 

were uresent in translating from English into ~urkish. 

There were ten ambiguity errors because the students 

selected ·a wrong word for the subject or verb althoı.ıgh 

they were given in their proper order. 

6. 2. IJVlPLICATIONS 

By the help of contrastive analysin an~ error 

analysis the fallawing suggestions can be maintained. 

Passive needs careful examination.It is widely 

recognized that the passive is not j~st an alternative 

way of expressing the active. 

The native user of English does not master the 

passive form by converting sentences into it from the 

active.The use of the }Jassive occ·urs naturally. 

Therefore 'wha.t the lRarners of second language need· to be 

taught is why the active form is used in certain si tu-

ations while the passive is usedin others (Byrne,l966:128). 

A contextual type exercise,with an adequate can

text provided,would seem to be much more effective and 

far less misleading than the canversion exercise. 

If the contexts are well chosen, the stu4ent 

learns a great deal about the use of the passive as well 

as practising its forms. 
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Although the passive is perhaps not effectively 

practised through written exercises,it is preceded by a 

good oral grounding. 

Either to reinforce forms taught through situa~ 

tions or to practise forms for which situations are not 

easy to devise, or to give additicnal practice in forms 1 

which learners find difficult. 

6. 3. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RE SEARCH 

In this study a group of lower intermediate level 

students were chosen as subjects to ~xamine the passive 

construction.And it is limited with only simple present 

• and simple nast tenses.In further studies it can be 

analyzed in advanced level students,so all the other 

tenses and the indirect use of passive can be given. 

According to the results of this thesis passive 

can be taught in cantext and to understand if it is 

better to teach it in contexts or not different contex-

tual type of tests can be given. 

The translation test helps the students only to 

master the form of the passive but if it can be studied 

in contextual test they can. master the use of it. 

In contextual test there were only three· ty-oes 



of errors.There may be different types of errors in 

further researches. 
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The students made some performance errors.Those 

were related to their hesitations.In the further research

es the teachers should pay attention to avoid this. 



APPENDIX I 

TRANSLATION TEST 

A- Translate the following sentencas into Turkish 

1- Clothes are made of cotton or wool. 

2-Letters are written in ink. 

3- He was considered a genius~ 

4- The theatre was elesed by the pelice on the orders 

of the major. 

5- When I got to the theatre I found that it was closed. 

6- Beethoven was born in 1770~ 

7- Mary was bought a present. 

8- I was ahocked by her attitude. 

9- I was very amused by Miranda's attitude. 

10- The work was begun. 

B-Translate the following sentencas into English: 

1- Ev temizlendi. 

2- Şoförle konuşulmaz. 

3- Kırkdokuz öğrenci mezun edildi. 

4- Nefesim kesildi. 

5- İhtiyar adam bayıldı. 
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6- Ankara'ya gidildi. 

7- ·Kaç ya.şında ilkoku la başlanır ? 

8- Köprü 1979 da inşa edildi. 

9- Derse başlandı. 

10- Ali'ye bisiklet alındı. 
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APPENDIX II 

CONTEXTUAL TEST 

How cars are made at ~nglish Transport? 

First steel for the body is pressed and cut into 

shape.The body is welded together.Then the body is sprayed 

with paint.Next the engines are assembled.Then the body 

and engine are fitted together.After this,the other parts 

are added.Finally,the car is tested . 

. , 

According to the paragraph above,write a naragraph 

' about how paper is made.Link them with words like\and,next, 

then,after that ,finally). 

1- the logs of wood/arrive/factory 

2- the logs;crush 

3- the crashed wood/mix/with water/to make pulp 

4- China clay;addjto the pulp 

5- the pulp/press/between heated rollers 

6- the finished rolls of paper/put/on the lorries 

II. Write a paragraph about a rescue at sea. 

1- a man/float/in the sea/last saturday 

2- a cry for help/hear 
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3- the life boat/send out 

4- the man/pull/on the board 

5- he/wrap/in a blanket 

6- he/give/something to drink 

7- he/take/to the hospital 

~: kütük 

crush: ezmek 

~: kağıt hamuru 

press: sıkıştırmak 

VOCABULARY 

heated roller:sıcak silindir 

roll of paper :rulo,top,tomar 

lorry kamyon 

float : yüzrnek 

a cry for help : yardım çağrısı 

life boat : cankurtaran botu 

send out : göndermek 

on the board : botun içi 

wrap : kuru.lalamak 

blanke~ : battaniye 
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APPENDIX III 

i\ LI:)T OF TYPICAl, J•:RIWHS 
SELECTED FROM Tllli EA DATA 

I-Part A (Translation test from English into Turkiak) 

1- Intarterence Errors: 
Beethoven 177o de doğmuştu. 
Tiyatroya gittiğimda kapatıldığını buldum. 
Miranda'nın davranışı çok eğle~dirdi. 
Giyecekler pamuk veya yünden yapıliyor. 
Giyecekler pamuk veya yünden yapılmış. 
Beethoven 1770 de doğmuştur. 
Beethoven 1770 de doğmuştu. 

2- Overgeneralization: 
Onun davranışından şok oldu. 
Giyecekler yünlü ve pamuklu yapımıdır. 
I'1ektupları mürekkeple yazıyor. 
Yetkililerin emri ile polis tiyatroyu kapattı. 
Yetkililerin emri ile polis tiyatroyu kapatmış. 
Tiyatro yetkililere emredilerek kapatıldı. 
O zeki olduğunu düşünür. 
O zekice düşünüyordu. 
O zeki bir düşünürdü. 
İş başlatılır. 

İş başlatıldı. 

İşe başlanıldı. 

İşe başlanır. 

3-'Developmental: 
İş başlar. 

İş başlıyor. 
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İş başlamış. 

İş başlamıştır. 

Onun davranışından etkilendim. 
Onun davranışına şok olmuştum. 
Onun davranışından şok edildim. 
Onun davranışından şoka uğratıldım. 
Miranda'nın davranışından eğlendirildim. 

Mary hediye aldı. 
Tiyatroya gittiğimda kapalı buluyorum. 
Tiyatroya ğittiğimde kapalı bulurdum. 
O zeki kabul edilmişti. 
O zeki kabul edilmeli. 
Hektuplar mürekkeple yazıldı. 
i\1ektuplar mürekkeple yazılıyor. 
Nektuplar mürekkeple yazılmış. 

4- Ambiguous: 
O kız tarafından şaşırtıldım. 
Onun davranışından etkilendim. 
Mektuplar mürekkeple yazılmıştır. 
Giyecekler pamuk ve yünden imal edilmiştir. 
Tiyatro yetkililere .emredilerek kapatıldı. 
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II- Part B (Translation test from Turkish into English) 

1- Interference Errors: 
The driver is not spoken. 
The driver was not spoken. 
Not spoken. 
Forty-nine students were graduated. 
Forty-nine students have been graduated. 
My breatlı is cutted. 
My breatlı is cut of. 
My breatlı was breatless. 
I was be out of breath. 

The old man was fainted. 



Ankara was gone. 

2- Overgeneralization: 
The lesson is started. 
The lesson is begun. 
It was begun the lesson. 
One was begun the lesson. 
The leeson was started. 
Ali buys bi cycle. 
Ali bought a bicycle. 
Bicycle are bought. 
The bridge building. 
The ~ridge was building. 
The bridge was builted. 
Ankara was went. 
We gone to Ankara. 
Ankara is gene. 
Ankara waa go. 
Ankara have been go. 
Ankara is went. 
I have got breathless. 
I was out of breathed. 
I was being out ot breath. 
The house is cleaned. 
Forty-nine students were graduate. 
Forty-nine students was grnduated. 
Forty-nine students is graduated. 

3- Developmental: 
The house was clean. 
The house cleaned. 
The bridge was builded. 
The lesson begun. 

4- Ambiguous: 
The old man was faintten. 
The old man is fainted. 

Ankara w as cam e. 
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At what age the prima.ry school w as started? 
At what age the primary school is begun? 
At what age the primary school is started? 
At w hat age the primary school started? 
At w hat age the primary school st-.rt? .. 

At w hat age the prima.ry school starting? 
At what age the primary school are begun? 
rlhen is the primary school begin? 
The bridge was build. 
The bridge builded. 
The leeson started. 

5- Per:f'ormance: 
Ali was taken the bicycle. 
Ali takes bicyole. 
My breatlı was breathlessed. 

III-Part C (Context) 

1- Overgeneralization: 
The logs of wood is arrived. 
The logs of wood was arrived. 
The logs is crushed. 

The crushed wood are mixed. 
The crushed wood was mixed. 
China olay are added. 
China olay was added. 
The pulp are pressed. 
The pulp were pressed 

... 

The finished rolls of paper is put. 
The finished rolls of paper was put. 
The finished rolls of paper were put. 
The :f'inished rolls of paper are putted. 

A man was float in the sea. 
A man is floated in the sea. 

A cry for help was heart. 

A cry for help was heared. 
The life boat sended out. 
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The life bo at was send out. 
The life bo at is sent out. 
The life boat was sended out. 

1 

The life bo at sent eut. 
The life bo at is send out. 
The life bo at were sent out. 
The life boat is sended out. 
The man pulled on the board. 
The man was pull on the board. 
The man is pulled on the board. 
The man is pull on the board. 
He wrapped in a blanket. 
He is wrapped in a blanket. 
He given something to drink. 

., 

He is given something to drink. 
He was gave something to drink. 
He was give somethihg to drink. 
He were given something to drink. 
He was took to the hospital. 
He is taken to the hospitaı. 
He is take to the hospitaı. 
He was take to the hospital. 
He is took to the hospital. 

II- Developmental: 
He is wrap in a blanket. 
He was wrap in a blanket. 
He wrap in a blanket. 
He gave something to drink. 
He give something to drink. 
A man is float in the sea. 
A man was floating in the II!Pea. 
A man float in the sea. 
A man has been float in tke sea. 
A cry heared • 

A cry for help heared. 
A cry for help was hear. 
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A cry for help hear. 
A cry for help is heard. 

The finished rolls of paper put on the lorries 
The pulp pressed between heated rollers. 

China clay are add to the pulp. 
China clay is add to the pulp. 
Ohina clay added to the pulp. 
The logs of wood arrived in factory. 
The logs of wood is arrive in factory. 
The logs are crush. 
The logs is crush. 
The logs crushed. 
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The crushed wood was mix with water to make pulp. 
The crushed wood is mix with water to make pulp. 
The crushed wood are mix with water to make pulp. 

III- Ambiguous: 
The pulp press and between heated rollers. 
The pulp and press are between heated rollers. 
The pulp is added to china clay. 
The paper is finished rolls put on the lorries. 
A cry for helped hear. 

He lıeart cry for help. 
The board was the man ~ulled. 
Sameone wrapped he in a blanket. 
The hospital was taken. 
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